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uYilo EMobility Technology Innovation Programme within eNtsa

Welcome!
The purpose of a newsletter is to provide specialized information to a
targeted audience. The uYilo e-Mobility Technology Innovation
Programme, a national programme initiated by the Technology Innovation
Agency (TIA) to fast track the development and commercialisation of key
technologies in South Africa that will primarily support the electric vehicle
(EV) industry, with parallel focus towards electric mobility (eMobility) as a
whole. The national programme has established facilities, expertise, and
services available to industry, entrepreneurs and academic institutions
both nationally and internationally.
We look forward to sharing information and keeping you up to speed with
developments within the group.
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WORDS OF MOTIVATION
“It is not the critic who counts; not
the man who points out how the
strong man stumbles, or where the
doer of deeds could have done
them better. The credit belongs to
the man who is actually in the
arena, whose face is marred by
dust and sweat and blood; who
strives valiantly; who errs, who
comes short again and again,
because there is no effort without
error and shortcoming; but who
does actually strive to do the
deeds;
who
knows
great
enthusiasms, the great devotions;
who spends himself in a worthy
cause; who at the best knows in
the end the triumph of high
achievement, and who at the
worst, if he fails, at least fails while
daring greatly. …”"
A quote from "Daring Greatly: How
the Courage to Be Vulnerable Transforms the Way We Live, Love, Parent, and Lead" by Brené Brown
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eBike facts
The eBike has 3 riding modes:





Pedal only / no electric assist
Electric assist (the motor will
engage with each full revolution of
the pedals
Pure electric

eBike Top speed
The top speed with an average rider
weighing 80 kg on a
level
surface using
SLA
batteries
is
approximately 35 km/h,
but the electronic systems are governed to
25km/h as per national regulation.

eBike sharing station at NMMU South campus in front of the Embizweni building

eBike Sharing Pilot @ North & South campus
As one of the initiatives of the uYilo eMobility Programme in
demonstrating various eMobility modes and concepts, a fleet sharing
scheme using electric bicycles (eBikes) has been deployed at the Nelson
Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU) North and South Campus. The
sharing scheme will allow staff and students the opportunity for use of
intercampus transport by use of eBikes available in the fleet.

eBike Range
Range per charge on
a Sealed Lead Acid
(SLA)
battery
is
usually between 22
km’s and 35 km’s, this model eBike has
once before completed a 40 km lap of
the Mountain Zebra Mountain bike race
(lady rider that weighed 49 kg’s).

An initial project within the uYilo Programme had generated interest from
merSETA where a joint project was later formalized for a pilot station at
North Campus. The latter developments included interests from the
NMMU Infrastructure Projects office which have allowed the expansion of
the project to both North and South campus.
Each eBike charge stations supply power is generated via roof mounted
solar panels which essentially provides a renewable energy source to a
green transport solution. The solar inverter implemented within the project
has been sponsored by Microcare based in Port Elizabeth. Access to
each station has been integrated into the NMMU card access system to
provide ease of use for both staff and students where the wireless RFID
security padlocks are integral of the docking station itself. The online
reservation and monitoring system is being developed by the IT Software
Developers within the uYilo Programme which will provide ease of
reservation of the service.
___________________________________________________________
Various services, technology demonstrations and projects opportunities
are available and active within the programme. Should there be
opportunities for collaboration on technology/product demonstration, or
testing and engineering services to your organization please do not
hesitate to contact our offices.

uYilo interns at the South campus
eBike station

Did you know?
The name uYilo is
derived from the
local Xhosa
language which
means
"to create”
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Did you know?

90% of the

Left picture caption:
uYilo EMTIP Wet
laboratory testing
facilities

lead-acid battery
are recycled in
South Africa.
See page 7

Success story on Yonga

Right picture caption:
uYilo EMTIP Lithium-ion
cell testing equipment

uYilo Battery Testing Laboratory equipment

Battery Testing Laboratory
Mr Yonga Dlembula worked as an
intern within uYilo for the Battery
Testing Laboratory division. In his
time at uYilo, included him assisting
Dr Rust, who describes Yonga, as
a lively and vibrant young
professional in the making.
Yonga’s in-service training not only
included
physical
testing
of
batteries but also client interaction
and reporting drafting which
prepared him for his position at
Powertech Batteries.
Yonga is now employed at
Powertech, who is a partner of the
uYilo Programme.

The uYilo Battery Testing Laboratory supports local manufacturing and R&D
companies by providing accurate and reproducible testing services during the
evaluation of new storage solutions whilst providing validation of existing
battery technologies. It operates as an independent testing laboratory that
currently performs testing on lead-acid batteries used for automotive
applications and various variations of storage devices, typically lead-acid
based batteries operating within the 0-18V range. The laboratory has been
awarded accreditation by SANAS (South African
National Accreditation System) for the scope of
IEC60095-1 (2006) and SANS2:2013 under ISO
17025 compliance.
The laboratory is currently expanding capabilities to provide accredited testing services currently not available in South Africa, such as lithium-ion cell or
battery testing. The additions of a universal cell tester, temperature chambers and bench top button cell tester will allow testing of cells ranging from
18650 lithium-ion cells to button cells.
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EV facts
Nissan Leaf

100% electric, with a 24 kWh
battery providing a range of
135km.

Using DC fast charging, the
battery pack can be charged
from fully discharged to 80%
in about 30min.

Global Leaf sales passed the
200,000 unit milestone in
December
2015.
BMW i3



100% electric car, with a range extender
(“Rex”)
optional offering.

The Live Testing Environment (LTE) at uYilo



The Live Testing Environment (LTE) serves as a simulator for the electric
vehicle (EV) ecosystem to facilitate universal connectivity between EVs and
the electric charging infrastructure. The facility supports analysis,
development, and testing of EVs and smart grid technologies to aid in the
development and optimization of advanced technologies to expand
commercial applications.

The 22kWh battery pack
provides 130km driving range,
and 240km’s with the range
extender.



AC fast charging can take less
than 3hrs with the use of the
BMW i Wallbox Pure, when
charging from 0 to 80%.

uYilo Live Testing Environment

The platform currently consists of testing and development of various EV
ecosystem elements such as electric vehicles, charge points and data, and
information communication systems. It creates an environment with a mix of
charges that consist of public and private AC chargers and a DC fast charger.
The network currently includes energy generation from solar panels which will
be integrated into a Smart Grid and Energy Management System in order to
support future developments such as additional renewable sources and
storage options, investigation of vehicle grid technologies and load levelling
requirements.
uYilo established the first solar based electric vehicle charge station at
Shamwari Game Reserve in March 2015, and the second in the LTE facility
in October 2015. uYilo later played an instrumental role with UNIDO’s Low
Carbon Transport project in the scoping of the solar charged electric vehicle
charge station established in November 2015 at the IDC in Johannesburg.

What is a Smart
Grid?
A smart grid is an
electrical grid which
includes a variety of
operational and energy
measures including
smart meters, smart
appliances, renewable
energy resources, and
energy efficiency
resources.
Electronic power
conditioning and control
of the production and
distribution of electricity
are important aspects of
the smart grid.
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Validation of Nissan Leaf and BMW i3 on fast charging

Research
In order to promote skill
development
and
knowledge transfer in
South
Africa,
uYilo
assists students with
opportunities to complete
final year projects as part
of
their
academic
curriculum
within the
eMobility industry.
See the articles on page
5 & 6 that highlight typical
projects
recently
developed within uYilo
EMTIP.

Design and development of an electric vehicle simulator
for testing and commissioning of charging station
When electric vehicle charge stations are installed, a simulator device is
required that will represent an electric vehicle with the necessary
protocols so as to test, validate and commission the safe operation of the
charge station before it is connected into the vehicle.
The project involved the prototype development of a device to extensively
test vehicle states of both Type 1 and Type 2 connectors, to validate
these conditions, simulate vehicle states before, during, and after the
charge cycle. This includes a circuit that will correctly acknowledge the
plug/unplug process of Type1 connector, and cable cross connection of
Type 2 connector.
It will check the availability of the stations voltage, and identify any
discrepancies with regards to the expected voltage perform ground fault
circuit interrupt or residual current detection test.

uYilo Intern registers for
MEng qualification:
Joshua Omolo
Electrical engineering student
Joshua Omolo completed his
BTech Degree project within the
scope of eMobility in the uYilo
Programme.
His duties as an electrical
engineering intern provided him
to develop keen interests in
electronics over the year.
Joshua is now currently perusing
his Masters degree in Mechatronics full-time at NMMU.

Interested in pursuing your
postgraduate qualification within uYilo?

For research opportunities feel free to contact
Prof Ferg (ernst.ferg@nmmu.ac.za)
for battery related research,
or
Hiten Parmar (hiten.parmar@nmmu.ac.za)
for eMobility related research projects
Kindly note: This is not a call for bursary applications.
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An investigation into the effects of nano-carbons on the negative electrode morphology
of lead acid battery under high rate partial state capacity cycling
A collaborative project between a local lead-acid battery
manufacturer and the Advanced Lead Acid Battery
Consortium (ALABC) was successfully completed within
the battery research group.
The project looked at the influence of a range of carbon
additives that included nano-carbons on the improved
performance of lead-acid Enhanced Flooded Type
Batteries (EFB) under simulated conditions on a
specialized battery tester of high charge and discharge
currents at a partial state of
capacity charge. These
simulate the batteries performance in a vehicle that uses
the Start/Stop options to reduce the vehicles overall CO 2
emissions. The battery would be typically subjected to
many high current discharges during the vehicles
intermittent starting after a brief stop at traffic lights where
the engine would be switched off. The battery would then
in-turn be allowed to re-charge during regenerative
breaking conditions, where the vehicle would be slowing
down to a stop.
The project looked at the fundamental chemistry of the
nano-carbon in the batteries negative plate using a range
of advanced instrumentation that is available at the
NMMU. These include amongst others Electrochemical
Atomic Force Microscopy (EC-AFM) and High Resolution
Transmission Microscopy (HRTEM).

Lukanyo Bolo completed his MSc
(Chemistry) cum-laude in December
2015 with the title ”An investigation into
the effects of nano-carbons on the
negative electrode morphology of lead
acid battery under high rate partial state
of capacity cycling”. The project formed
part of a 3 year research project that
was partially funded by Powertech
Batteries and the Advanced Lead Acid
Battery Consortium (ALABC).

Success story:
Cum-laude student,
Lukanyo Bolo

battery manufacturing. The project was
also funded by ALABC that is an international consortium of the lead-acid
battery researchers and industries. The
project looked at novel ways of
improving the performance of the
lead-acid battery that is used in a variety
of vehicle related applications by
including additives to the manufacturing
process. This will allow the battery to
perform longer under high load
conditions such as motor-vehicle Start/
Powertech batteries have been industry Stop that is implemented in a variety of
partners with the NMMU materials and new vehicles to reduce the CO2
electrochemistry research group for the emissions.
last 15 years supporting various
research projects in the field of lead-acid
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Newly appointed Systems
Engineer, Xander Theron

Mr Xander Theron, B.Eng Electrical and
Electronic engineering graduate from NWU
Pukke,
has
been
appointed
as System Engineer within the programme.
He is responsible for all EV system projects
as well as the on-going development of the
live testing environment.
Xander previously worked for Eskom at a
small power station called Komati for three
years where he was responsible for the long
term health of turbo generators and the
generator sub systems.

New Masters student and
Interns for 2016
The uYilo team welcomes Mr Brandon
Davoren (right), an
MSc
degree
(Chemistry) student who has joined the
uYilo research group.
His research theme will be on the use of
Tribo-corrosion to study Titanium and
Aluminium welds. “Tribo” comes from the
Greek word “tribos” meaning “to rub”.
Tribo-corrsion involves wear
testing in
conjunction with electrochemical induced
corrosion of materials to mimic specific corrosion environments
under laboratory conditions.
Tribo-corrosion is widely used in the medical field to test new
materials for the manufacturing of hip replacement parts or
titanium dental implants.
The team also welcome Avukonke Jona (bottom right) and
Cheslyn Pijoos (bottom left) as chemistry diploma interns
that will work for the year in the analytical and battery testing
laboratory.
Their training will go
towards
their Diploma
in
Analytical
Chemistry.

The sports lover and outdoor adventurist
first heard of the uYilo programme from a
family member that led him to do research
on the group.
The team welcomes Xander to the group!

Success story: Thando Futshane

uYilo Directors
Prof Ernst Ferg (below left) and
Mr Hiten Parmar (below right)
have been appointed as the Director: uYilo
and Deputy Director: uYilo, respectively as
from 01 February 2016

Mechanical engineering student Thando Futshane (below) worked
within the uYilo Programme for 9 months as an intern developing
key engineering skills as well as project management experience.
He is now fulltime employed as Plant Industrialisation Engineer at
Tenneco Automotive in Port Elizabeth
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Technology development
The uYilo “Kick Start” fund has been established to support eMobility related projects by providing an agile
mechanism to fund research and development. The fund is focused on applied research and development that
will lead to the creation of products, processes and/or services that can be commercialised and advance the
South African eMobility Agenda.
The call is open to all participants in the EV innovation chain including higher education institutions, industry
and entrepreneurs, with specific focused on initiating development in uYilo’s focus areas:
Energy Storage, EV Components, Drive Systems and Charging Infrastructure.

Past projects that were awarded funding:
University of Western Cape - Vehicle Battery Pack
A 14kWh integrated battery pack battery pack was developed
by the Energy Storage Innovation Lab (ESIL) for development
work. The purpose of this kick-start project is to validate the
BMS and cell integration technology by building a prototype
lithium-ion battery pack for benchmarking and integration into
a vehicle application using suitable lithium-ion cells and BMS.

GridCars - OCPP Charge Point and Server
The Electric Vehicle Charge Point (CP) technology from GridCars was
advanced to the compliance expected by the Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
Alliance (EVIA). The CP’s communications systems need to comply with the
international standard, Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP). The project
completed the implementation of the OCPP system on the GridCars CP.

PowerMote - UTE E-Mobility
The Powermote Synram Drive System is a revolutionary power
solution reluctance motor and power electronics controller. The
project included advancement of technology by intelligently
managing its operation and efficiency to build into a drive system
for energy efficient vehicle platforms.

The above scope of technology development allows the base technologies that can be enveloped within a local
mobility platform defined for niche markets in South Africa.
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Recycling of lead batteries
The most commonly recycled products in the world are things like cans
and glass but surprisingly lead acid batteries are among the most
recycled consumer products globally. Battery components which include
lead, plastic and sulphuric acid are harmful to the environment therefor
they need to be treated properly. These battery components can be
recycled and reused, hence more than 90% of the lead-acid battery are
recycled in South Africa. Most lead acid batteries contain 60-80% of
recycled lead and plastic.
Batteries are broken up into pieces where the lead, plastic components
and acid is separated. The battery plates, terminals and other lead pieces
are smelted, refined and blended with other metals to produce lead alloys
where it is sent to be re-melted for the production of new batteries. The
acid is neutralised and mixed with water after which it is treated, cleaned
and disposed of. The polypropylene plastic pieces recovered from the
battery covers and cases are washed, dried and re-melted where after it
is extruded to form small pellets ready to be used in the injection moulding
process of the next battery. Recycled pellets are commonly mixed with
virgin or new plastic to maintain the structural integrity of the new battery.
As lead particles as not completely removed from the plastic during the
washing process before being melted, the recycled material usually
contains small amounts of lead. There exists a relationship between the
amount of recycled material used in the production of lead acid battery
cases and the amount of lead present. The amount of lead in recycled
battery casings can easily be determined using X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
spectroscopy which can indicate whether the plastics has been recycled
or made from virgin polypropylene and give a general indication of how
much recycled material is present.
At the laboratory using the Bruker Handheld XRF we can determine
whether plastics are recycled. The Bruker Handheld XRF can determine
elemental composition of plastics, alloys and precious metals.

Contact Us
uYilo Physical address
NMMU North campus
M-Block, M038
Summerstrand
Port Elizabeth
6031
Telephone no.:
(041) 504 3608
Fax no.:
(041) 504 9123
Visit us on the web at
www.uYilo.org.za
For more information on
any of the articles
featured in this
publication, please email:
Nadine.Goliath@nmmu.ac.za

Upcoming projects and events for 2016…
SAIEE Smart Grid Conference 2016
22 – 25 February 2016
Eskom Academy of Learning, Johannesburg
Power & Electricity World Africa
15 – 16 March 2016
Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg
South African Automotive Week
11 – 13 October 2016
Tshwane Events Centre, Pretoria
Southern African Energy Efficiency Convention
08 - 09 November 2016
Emperors Palace, Johannesburg
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